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What is DeFi?

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is an emerging  
financial technology based on secure distributed  
ledgers similar to those used by cryptocurrencies.  
The system removes the control banks and  
institutions have on money,  
financial products, and financial services. 



Decentralized finance uses the blockchain technology that 
cryptocurrencies use. A blockchain is a distributed and 
secured database or ledger. Applications called dApps are 
used to handle transactions and run the blockchain. 

In the blockchain, transactions are recorded in blocks and 
then verified by other users. If these verifiers agree on a 
transaction, the block is closed and encrypted; another 
block is created that has information about the previous 
block within it. 

The blocks are "chained" together through the information 
in each proceeding block, giving it the name blockchain. 
Information in previous blocks cannot be changed without 
affecting the following blocks, so there is no way to alter a 
blockchain. This concept, along with other security 
protocols, provides the secure nature of a blockchain. 

How it works?



DeFi  
Benefits

 There are no intermediaries, so no banks or institutions overseeing your money  
 There's a level of transparency, as the code is available for anyone's review  
 There are open networks that transcend geographic borders  
 There are many applications for users, primarily based on Ethereum 



About Us
Cosmosium Finance is a brand new ecosystem that offers several unique features 
on DeFi world of BSC. We combined finance with art, art with derivatives, 
derivatives with finance and named this combination as Cosmosium Finance.

Main Features
 Simple Earning 
 Auto Compounded Farms 
 Index Strategies 
 Call/Put Options 
 Locked staking 
 Liquidity Farming 
 NFT Staking 



Our Products
 Cosmic Farms : Cosmosium Finance DApp designed for easy use. 

 Galaxies : All in one multiple token solutions. 

 Satellites : Option trading with vesting & discounts. 

 Clusters : Time-based staking with higher APY. 

 Liquidity Farming : Earn $BUZZ while providing liquidity.



BUZZ Token
$BUZZ is the native token of our ecosystem. Further, 
improvements and developments will be based on the 
$BUZZ.  

 Token Name: BUZZ 

 Official Token Symbol: $BUZZ (will be used as token     
for liquidity mining) 

 Chain: Binance Smart Chain 

 Total Supply: 500.000.000 $BUZZ



Cosmosium Finance offers staking farms which users can 
stake BUZZ, BUZZ LPs and Index Tokens (Galaxies) to earn 
BUZZ. 

Also after the release of farms. Cosmosium Finance will 
announce Cosmonaut NFTs which users can also stake on 
Cosmosium Finance to earn multiple tokens like DAI, 
WBNB and BUZZ. 

Cosmic Farms



Galaxies
Galaxies is a unique technique on Binance Smart Chain 
DeFi world. It's similar to the Index system. Users can 
deploy their indexes with the amount of token ratios 
they provide. Other users can join these indexes by 
minting the index tokens by providing the tokens with 
the same ratios. 

Galaxies will start with a Beta stage at the beginning. 
We will provide 5 indexes by Cosmonauts of 
Cosmosium Finance. After the beta phase, users will be 
able to deploy their indexes.



Clusters
Cosmosium Finance offers clusters for 
users. You can select a locking period for 
your staking. It's not able to withdraw & 
harvest until this period ends. Higher locking 
period benefits with higher APYs. 

3 Locked Staking Periods ⬇ 

Short-term ➡ 7 days locking 
Mid-term ➡ 30 days locking 
Long-term ➡ 90 days locking  



Satellites
Satellites are the unique token offering 
system for our users. It is similar to 
Call/Put options trading. Users can call 
BUZZ tokens with discounted prices & 
a vesting period. Also, they can put 
BUZZ tokens for a higher price with a 
vesting period. 

The amount on both sides of the 
satellite will equalize each other. 
Discount & vesting ratio will be 
calculated dynamically.



$BUZZ Allocation

Initial Unlock Vesting 
Schedule

Public Sale %100 -

Liquidity Mining N/A -

Treasury %5
%40 in 6 months linear 

unlocking in next 6 
months

Team, Advisors & 
Partnerships %0

3 months lock, linear 
unlocking in next 9 

months

DEX Liquidity %50
%40 in 6 months linear 

unlocking in next 12 
months

Airdrops %100 -
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MARKETING DEVELOPMENT
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GALAXIES
PROGRAM PUBLICATION

COLLABORATIONS WITH TRADERS

INDEX AIRDROPS



SATELLITES

BUY SATELLITE PUBLICATION

SELL SATELLITE WITH BUY SATELLITE FUNDS

PREDICTION BATTLES

BETA VERSION OF PREDICTION BATTLES



Team

CosmoJett
Founder & CEO Marketing Manager

CosmoNix
Developer

CosmoKong
Head of Strategy

CosmoJoy



GET READY FOR  
BIG BANG!


